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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0321440A2] The method for driving nails into materials to be connected, the nails being connected by wires or the like to form a band
and being able to be formed into a roll of nails spirally in one plane or a flat cone, is characterised by the following features: the nail to be driven in
is supplied to the tool head in such a way that it protrudes slightly from the lower end of the tool head, so that, on striking, the nail tip is the first part
to come into contact with the material to be connected, the driving-in energy being applied by a striking member which in the process overcomes
the action of at least a weak spring urging it away from the nail head, so that it is separated from the nail head in the rest position. The device
according to the invention is characterised in that a nail-guiding unit (2) positions the next nail to be driven in in the device in such a way that the
nail tip projects beyond the underside of the head (2g), and in that the device has a striking member (1) which strikes the nail head and the striking
surface of which is separated from the nail head in the rest position, a spring (4) pushing the striking member away from the nail. <IMAGE>
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